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ABSTRACT
The conventional role of spacetime geometry in the description of gravity is
pointed out. Global Poincaré symmetry as an inner symmetry of field theories
defined on a fixed Minkowski spacetime is discussed. Its extension to local P
gauge symmetry and the corresponding P gauge fields are introduced. Their
minimal coupling to matter is obtained. The scaling behaviour of the partition
function of a spinor in P gauge field backgrounds is computed. The corres
ponding renormalization constraint is used to determine a minimal gauge field
dynamics.
1. Introduction
The great success of modern particle physics in the description of the microscopic
interactions of elementary particles relies much on the concept of gauge field theories.
Only within this framework it was possible to formulate consistent renormalizable
quantum field theories for interacting fields in four dimensions [1]. This provided a
strong motivation to review the gravitational interaction and its beautiful description
in the general theory of relativity both at the classical and the quantum level from
the point of view of gauge field theories [2].
One central task thereby is to identify the correct gauge group for gravity. To
settle this question rather different propositions were made in the literature on gauge
approaches to gravity and yielded much new insight in the structure of gravitational
interactions [2]. The earliest attempt was centered about the Lorentz group L 13] and
was enlarged to an analysis of the full Poincaré group P only a few years later
Since then there were many other contributions based on P [5}-[18], the translation
group T [l9]-[22] or even larger groups, e.g. [23]-[36].
Another important task is to analyze the status of the spacetime manifold in the
description of gravity [37], [38]. On one hand gauge theories in elementary particle
physics may be quantized without spoiling renorrnalizability only on Minkowski space-
time .As soon as a non-trivial background geometry is introduced the usual perturb
ative approaches face serious difficulties L39] On the other hand the description of
gravity’ in the general theory of relativity is just given in geometrical terms affecting
the structure of spacetime itself. Accordingly one may ask whether some new light ic
shed on the problems in quantizing gravity using a complementary description which
disentangles the structure of spacetime from gravitational physics.
To obtain such a description it is important to notice the purely conventional role
of spacetime geometry in the description of the behaviour of matter pointed out by
Poincaré already 140L In fact two equivalent points of view are possible [41!.
Either, one defines the line element ds2 to be of Minkowskian form. Accordingly,
in a gravitational field material rods will shrink and clocks slow down w.r.t. this
metric. Hence, one defines the geometry of spacetime to be Minkowskian whereas the
behaviour of physical rods and clocks has to be determined by experiments.
Or, one defines rods or clocks to have one and the same length or period at any
point of spacetime. Accordingly, a measurement of the line element ds2 using these
rods and clocks will yield that spacetime is curved in general. This is the convention
Einstein introduced to describe gravitation.
The general theory of relativity and its extensions are based on the second point
of view [42] which is very natural as long as one is interested in the macroscopic
aspects of gravitation [43]. Its limitation shows up at the quantum level. To extend a
picture so intimately related to classical concepts such as rods and clocks to a simple
microscopic understanding of gravitation is very difficult. In microphysics spacetime
geometry enters only as a background concept necessary in defining a field theory. It
cannot be subject to direct measurements in this context.
Hence, at the quantum level one is naturally led to the first point of view avoiding
the problematic interrelation of spacetime structure and gravitational phenomena.
Here free matter is described by local, causal fields defined on Minkowski space-
time and its interactions are introduced using the gauge principle which allows a
far-reaching generalization of the connection between conservation laws and global
symmetry requirements [1].
To obtain a gauge theory of gravitation we ensure the conservation of energy-
momentum and angular momentum by the requirement of global covariance of the free
matter field theory under the Poincard group. We give a complementary formulation
of P symmetry and its consequences in the form of an inner symmetry (section 2)
suggesting an analogy to the description of the action of inner symmetry groups as
groups of generalized ‘rotations’ infield space [1]. In particular the coordinate system
used to specify the spacetime events is not affected anymore by P transformations.
We next introduce local P gauge transformations and demand the invariance of
physical processes under those (section 3). This necessarily leads to the existence
of gauge fields with definite behaviour under local P gauge transformations. Their
coupling to any other field is essentially &<ed as in the case of other gauge field
theories (section 4).
To restrict the classical gauge field dynamics we demand consistency with renor
malization properties of matter fields. In a renormalizable theory the anomalous
contribution to a change of a matter partition function under rescaling may be ab
sorbed in the classical actions for the different fields (e.g. [441). As an example we
determine the change of the one-loop partition function for a Dirac spinor under res
caling (sections 5 and 6) and may accordingly fix a minimal gauge field action (section
6).
We work on Minkowski spacetime (R4,q) with Cartesian coordinates throughout.
such that = diag(l, —i,—l,—i). Indices a,fl,7, ... from the first half of the Greek
alphabet denote quantities defined on (R4,q) which transform covariantly w.r.t. the
Lorentz group. They are correspondingly raised and lowered with i.
2. Global Poincaré symmetry as an inner symmetry
Let us consider a set of fields w3(x) with j = 1, .., it which are defined on Minkowski
spacetime (R4,iy) and belong to some representations of the Poincaré group. Their
dynamics shall be specified by the action
= fd4x £M(yj,äayj) (1)
where the Lagrangian £M is assumed to be real.
The usual conception of global Poincaré transformations, acting partly on space-
time and partly in inner field space, is expressed in the transformation formulae
Ia
=
— y(x’) = yJ(x) — wEas p3(x). (2)
5a = La + uf x13 is the change of under the combination of a global infinitesimal
spacetime translation and an infinitesimal Lorentz rotation, Scp = 3(z)
the corresponding change of CD3 in field space. E6 are the representations of the
generators of the Lie algebra so(1,3) in inner field space normalized to fulfil the
commutation relations
[E76, Ecj = 2i{ij5E7— qE7 +ii7E5 — (3)
If the action Eq. (l) does not change under the continuous transformations Eqs.
(2) the field theory is globally Poincaré invariant. Accordingly, Noether’s theorem
yields a conserved vector quantity
(4)
As Ca and w vary independently the canonical energy momentum tensor
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and the canonical angular momentum tensor
= —
0.1 BXa ±
ar. (6)
28(a-yYj)
are individually conserved.
As a complementary conception we now introduce global infinitesimal P gauge
transformations
=
= ((i + e))(x) (7)
where the infinitesimal hermitean gauge operators are given by
0 = H-w6x5}8. —1w76E,o. (8)
Much in analogy to non-abelian gauge field theory P acts as a Lie group of generalized
‘phase rotations’ (1 H- 0) in field space only and leaves the spacetime coordinates x
unchanged. Note that one can also decompose 0 w.r.t. the the p algebra generators
p7 = i 87 and rn,5 = i(x786 — xs8.) + which emphasizes the aforementioned
useful analogy even more {45J.
Eqs. (7) define again a symmetry transformation of globally Poincaré invariant
actions as the corresponding Lagrangian just picks up a total divergence under a P
gauge transformation
£M(pj(x), By(x)) = £itf(pj(x), ôaYj(T))
{7 + w O7LM(yJ(x),8ayj()) (9)
which does not contribute to the action integral.
Hence, we are led to a complementary conception of Poincaré symmetry as a
purely inner symmetry-. The corresponding Noether symmetry cunent is found to
be the same J1 as in Eq. (4). This shows that the two global conceptions are
equivalent w.rt. their physical consequences. On the other hand it is conceptually
easy to generalize global P gauge transformations to local ones and to build up the
corresponding gauge theory in analogy to the non-abelian case because the structure
of spacetime and the action of the gauge group on the fields remain strictly separated.
3. Local P gauge invariance and the covariant derivative V
Let us extend P to a Lie group of local infinitesimal gauge transformations by
allowing E(x) and w(x) to vary with x. We thus consider from now on
0(x) = —{E7(x) ±w6(x)xs}87—1w(z)E7&. (10)
Note that the algebra of the G(x)’s does close again. There is a new element of non
commutativity in their algebra as, contrary to the usual case, the local parameters
s(z) and w(x) do not commute with the generators 07 of the algebra. The emerging
ordering problem is overcome by the convention that 9(x) in its above form only acts
to the right. This convention is motivated by demanding equivalence of the algebra
of the @)‘ to the diffeomorphism times so(1,3) algebra. The formulae (7) still
define the representation of P in the space of fields.
Next, to recast a given matter theory in a locally P gauge invariant form we must
introduce a covariant derivative Va which is defined by the requirement
(1+ e(x)) = (1±0(x)) a• (11)
Here V denotes the gauge transformed covariant derivative. Because Va transforms
as a Lorentz vector we have to supplement the generators E76 of so(1,3) in matter
field space occurring in the decomposition of 0(x) with the corresponding generators
E75 acting on vectors to obtain the appropriate product representation as we will
automatically do wherever necessary from now on. -
We find that the Lagrangian with covariant derivatives Va replacing the usual
ones behaves under local infinitesimal P transformations as
£M((x), Vy(x)) = £4w((x), aj(x))
—{e7(x) ± w(x)x5}.O7LM(y3(x), aYa(Z)). (12)
Note that this does not yet ensure the local P invariance of the original action SM =
f£ because the second term in Eq. (12) is no longer a pure divergence as it was in
the case of global infinitesimal transformations.
Now, to fulfil Eq. (ii) we use the ansatz
0a Va = ea78 +1BaE7o (13)
decomposing w.r.t. 07 and E76 in the same way as the local gauge operator 9(x)
in Eq. (10). This ansatz is compatible with the required behaviour Eq. (11) of the
variant derivative under local P gauge transformations provided the 16 compensating
translation gauge fields ea transform as
Sea7 2
—
{&C ±wx} . 3e +wac (14)
and the 24 Lorentz gauge fields Ba’6 as
SB7O 2 376
—
Ba6 = eaC . 0çw6 —{& w”z}’ 0cBa6
± waBctw’c a’5wc a. (15)
As in our conception coordinate and P gauge transformations are strictly separ
ated we emphasize that the introduction of Ca and Ba has neither implications on
the structure of the underlying spacetime which we assumed to be (R4,i7) endowed
with the Minkowski metric ij. Nor has it implications on the maximal symmetry
group of (R4,), which is the Poincaré group if we still restrict ourselves to the use
of Cartesian coordinates only.
With the abbreviations
a—8 7) a—4 a
where E76 must be properly adjusted to the Lorentz group representation it acts
upon, we write
(17)
from now on. 4 is just the translation covariant derivative introduced in [20]. We
finally remark that Va may alternatively be decomposed w.r.t. the p algebra generat
ors p7 and m75 yielding the most convenient starting point for perturbation expansions
4. The field strength operator. Minimal coupling to matter fields
Before turning to the field strength operator itself we introduce the non P covari
ant translation field strength
[da,ds] 11a87d (18)
as in [20]. is expressed in terms of Ca ‘ as [20]
Has = e’ e(Ca C 8ces — C . ôe C) (19)
where is the matrix inverse to Cat i.e. Cat . C_i c = 8a .
This allows us now to obtain the field strength operator and its decomposition in
a simple way. Taking into account the vector character of Va a little algebra yields
Sa E [a,n] = H87d (Ba57 — B5a7)d
+ daB — daBa ± [Ba, B51. (20)
Introducing the tensor coefficients of 4
TaeEBas7_Bs1Has (21)
we may rewrite Sae as
Ea, j = Taa ± 4 (22)
where R6 is found to be
at3 daB5 76 dsBa y6 + Ba Sc B5
—
BsStBac7_HaatBc7S. (23)
As Sa has a decomposition w.r.t. V and E76 it acts in general not only as a matrix
but also as a first order differential operator in field space.
From Eq. (21) we see that only if Ba is related to Has the tensor T5’ may
vanish. Denoting this particular Ba 76 with Ca the required relation becomes
Ca57 Cpa7 Has7. (24)
We may now solve for °a 76 in terms of Has with the result
(25)
Whenever Ba6 = Ca6, i.e. Tas7 = 0 we omit the tilde, hence writing
Va E da + Ca. (26)
Obviously we obtain now for Sa a matrix only
[Va, V] = asE7s. (27)
By construction Sas transforms homogeneously under infinitesimal local P gauge
transformations
5(1+e@))=(1+e(x)) Safi (28)
leading to
6T$ = e@)Ta57, SR’6a$ = e(x).’6as (29)
‘ and R’ aB transform homogeneously under inflnitesimal local P gauge trans
formations. We emphasize that Ta8 = 0 is indeed a gauge covariant statement as
we implicitly assumed above introducing Ca’6.
It is very convenient to introduce the homogeneously transforming difference of
the two gauge fields
Ka’6BC (30)
which is related to Tas as
7 rr 7_’T’ 7
a5 — Ba —
with the obvious inversion
Ka’6 = (Ta7 — Ta6’ — T’a). (32)
We can express now in terms of R6 a$ which we take as our fundamental field
strength variable, and Ka 76 as
1? aS = as ± VaKa 76 — V0Ka 76
KaStKac7_KötKae7. (33)
Next, let us turn to the extension of globally P invariant matter actions to locally
gauge invariant ones. In the previous section we have obtained the covariant derivative
Va yielding the behaviour Eq. (12) of a matter field Lagrangian under local P gauge
transformations which is not yet sufficient for the original action 5M = J1M to be
locally P gauge invariant. Completing the Lagrangian with det e’
det e1 £M(Y3, Vpj) (34)
we find that the combination Eq. (34) changes under a local P gauge transformation
by a pure divergence only
I I 1 —1det e M(Y,V5)= det e £M(ço5, Va(pj)
—a, ({7(x) +w6(z)ze} det e’ £M(yj, V)). (35)
Therefore the minimally extended locally P gauge invariant matter action finally
becomes
= fd4x dete1(z) . £M(J(x), aj(xfl. (36)
Of course, 3M remains invariant if we change from one to another inertial system by
global coordinate translations or Lorentz rotations.
It is the conception of P symmetry as an inner symmetry together with the gauge
principle which has led us to this minimal coupling prescription. In this conception the
gauge fields and their transformation behaviour do not interfere with the spacetime
structure (R4,) ±ced by an a priori convention and the underlying geometry remains
separated from the physics described by the P gauge fields in the same manner it
remains separated from the physics described by any usual matrix gauge field.
We remark that a geometric re-interpretation of the gauge fields and their corres
ponding field strengths introduced above may be given in the framework of R.ieman
nian geometry But then the gauge group P and the requirement of local P gauge
invariance are replaced by the groups of general (infinitesimal) coordinate transform
ations and local SO(l, 3) frame rotations and the requirement of invariance under
these groups [42], [43] and the geometry of spacetime is necessarily linked with these
complementary symmetry requirements.
5. Dirac partition function in gauge field backgrounds
In Yang-Mills gauge fleld theory one may fix the gauge field dynamics quite
uniquely by demanding gauge invariance of the action and using dimensional ar
guments related to the renormalization properties of the theory. In a similar fash
ion we attempt here to obtain information on the classical P gauge field dynamics
studying quantized matter fields and their renormalization properties in gauge field
backgrounds. In the Yang.:fills case our arguments lead straightforward to the usual
Yang-Mills action.
The assumption that the interactions of the P gauge fields with the different
matter fields are renormaiizable imposes strong conditions on the classical gauge field
dynamics. For let us suppose that a given theory for a matter field and the gauge fields
and Ba is perturbatively renormalizable. Then we know that the change of the
partition function of the whole system under rescaling can be absorbed in its classical
action yielding at most a nontrivial scale dependence of the different couplings, masses
and wavefunction normalizations [44]. Hence, the explicit computation of the change
of the one-loop matter partition functions under rescaling will allow us to constrain
the classical gauge field dynamics 120].
For brevity we restrict ourselves to the non-trivial case of a Dirac spinor field,
the analogous discussions of a scalar and a vector field theory are found in [451. The
globally P invariant action for a Dirac spinor with real Lagrangian is given by
SM=fd4x {—)(o} (37)
The Dirac matrices fulfil the usual Clifford algebra {yyp} = 2Tlas and the so(1,3)
generators become Ea = [7a,7$]. The minimal extension prescription yields the
locally P gauge invariant action
SM
= J d4z det e’{7a() - )7ath - m}. (33;
Due to spin Ba enters the action. Partially integrating a in the second term abovr
leads to the usual form of the Dirac action
= J dx dete1{i7a(va — T7a7) — m} . (39)
Note the occurrence of the tensor T ensuring the hermiticity of the P covariant Dirac
operator w.r.t. (x, ‘)e = f d4z det e1
The spinor partition function in the given gauge field background is given by the
Grassmann functional integral
= fVVbefM. (40)
Note that we omit possible normalizations in order to obtain the most general renor
malization structure later. As 5M is already of the usual quadratic form we may
perform the Grassmann integral and formally obtain
Z,,&[e, B] =81ogdetM(cB) (41)
The hyperbolic fluctuation operator M1,(e, B) is obtained as usual by squaring the
Dirac operator introduced in Eq. (39)
B) 7a( — T) 7$( — To$6)— rn2 (42)
and is hermitean w.r.t. (, ) due to the occurrence of T. To make contact to the heat
kernel techniques fully described in [45] we have to recast M1,. Using [Va, 7$] = 0
and 7a70 = 77aj3 — we obtain
M(e,B) = (a
+ E(Ta36V5 + aflE,E — VaKsfi 6) — m2. (43)
Next we write Ta T6aE7and absorb the first order derivative term _2TaVa in
the second order one. Together with the use of the Jacobi identities for the covariant
derivative Va we then find the manifestly hermitean result
M(e, B) = (a ± Ta — T1a7)(” ± T — CS)
± T T + $E7s+ E6 ass) — m2. (44)
This is the form relevant for further computation.
As we are interested in the behaviour of .Z,[e, B] under rescaling the most suited
renormalization of the ultraviolet divergent determinant in Eq. (41) is based on the
(-function as it is a manifestly gauge invariant technique.
One can define the ultraviolet regularized functional determinant of an operator
M satisfying certain conditions to be 1461, {47J
logdetM E —lim((u;/1;M) (45)
where the generalized (-function belonging to M is given by the Mellin transformed
of the heat kernel
2u
((u;z;M)
=
1(u) / ds(is)”’Tre”M. (46)
The scale i at which parameters such as couplings, masses and wavefunction normal
izations have to be adjusted is introduced in order to keep the determinant dimen
sionless.
Hence, with the use of Eq. (45) the spinor partition function normalized at scale
z becomes
e, B] = e4’(0A1eBD. (47)
According to the formula
(‘(0; fl; M) = (‘(0; ji; lvi) + 2 log GO; ji; M). (48)
we finally obtain the ckange of Z, corresponding to a change of scale =
Zi; e, B] = Z,[t: e, B]
6. Scaling of the Dirac partition function and the dynamics of the gauge
fields
In the previous section we expressed the change of the one-loop spinor partition
function under rescaling in terms of the C-function belonging to the corresponding
fluctuation operator. Renornalizability of any theory including dynamical gauge
fields requires now at least that this anomalous contribution, which is a local polyno
mial in
€a7 and B, 6 and their derivatives, may be absorbed in the classical action
for the gauge fields ea7 and Ba6 [44]. Hence, to determine a minimal gauge field
dynamics consistent with renormalizability we finally have to obtain explicitly the
value of the C-function at zero.
In the representation Eq. (46) for Gu; j; lvi) it is the singular part of the .5-
integration which yields a nonvanishing value for GO; u; lvi). As this singular part
comes from the small s-region we may use the corresponding expansion for the trace
of the heat kernel [44]
Tr Z(5)kJ ddx det e1 tr ck(x) (50)(47r-zs)2 k=O
given in terms of the well-known Seeley—DeWitt coefficient functions ck. Performing
the s-integration in (46) singles out the contribution for k = 4 from the infinite sum
and one obtains [44]
= fddxdete1trc4(z). (51)
(47r)2 2
The computation of the ca has been done in various ways in the literature [49] -
L1
and we restrict ourselves to give the result relevant to our case, where d = 4 and
trD denotes the Dirac trace [4S’
= 4Um+(Raam2)(4V3_W6,s)
ra(,1T in5 \ 1VV ç_Y3—V1
T 3fl0 ‘Ti T’ 1T.aa mo
— 1 -y5 — V2j3 V2 V1 afi V1 5
I 91 m-a576 1—7ia3 1fl5arn .V3 +v1 . 52
The term without T-dependence
Urn = —jV7v’R+*R.Rs
1 1 a fl
• — ay 6 fl
—
m2 R + (53)
already occurs in the case of a scalar field, whereas the terms containing T
V175a3 = R,ea +
= (VT7 — V)
V3 = VaT1 :Ta ‘T6 (54)
and
F.y6a = R..y5a13 ± VaT1s—
+ Ta?’T,or,±T’LyaT,,es T.rTnoa (55)
are due to the spin of the Dirac field .As the result Eq. (52) expressed in terms of
the natural variables R, T becomes algebraically tedious we give it in these variables
only for the case T = 0 48]
tr DC2 = a$ + -Raa a$ 76
7
,,
1 a n
— afla&Y6 It — --rrLa7 5
flj3
± m2.Ra+2m4. (56)
Insertion of the results Eq. (52) or Eq. (56) into Eq. (51) with d = 4 finally yields
C(0; i; M,4(e B)).
We have obtained now the anomalous contribution to the rescaled spinor partition
function as a local P gauge invariant polynomial in the fields ea and Ba 76 which also
must be present in any classical gauge field dynamics consistent with renormalizability
of the spinor partition function. The analysis of the corresponding scalar and vector
field cases leads to results of the same general structure Li Hence, we are flnaliy
led to construct a minimal action for the gauge fields just in terms of these P gauge
invariant expressions.
For T 0 we restrict ourselves to the contributions of o(8°, 82) in the derivatives
and obtain as minimal classical action to this order
SG(e,B) = fdete_1{:l_.Ra±i.T7a7Ts 6
b2 TayT0B7+i33 Ta7” + o(8)}, (57)
skipping possible total divergence terms. Here we have to introduce different coup
lings tcB1,32and the constant A which are independently renormalized by the
one-loop contribution we determined above. Note that our reasoning automatically
enforces a cosmological constant as to be expected from general renormalization con
siderations. The action Eq. (57) describes the classical gauge field dynamics correctly
at sufficiently low momentum scales and small values of the couplings. Nevertheless.
only a dynamics containing the huge number of different 0(5) terms as well, coming
along with the same number of independent couplings, will be consistent with renor
malizability (see also [39]). Note that no terms of 0(86) or higher are demanded by
our reasoning.
If we set T = 0 the minimal classical action must contain the terms
Sc(e) = fdete’{ui — . ± a1
H- a2 Ru.yr +a3 . (58)
if discarding total divergences. The couplings tc, a, a2, a3 and the constant A ob
tain again contributions from the one-loop scale anomaly which has been determined
above. We emphasize that SQ is an action for gauge fields defined on Minkowski
spacetime (R4,i) and is invariant on one hand under local P gauge transformations,
on the other hand under global Poincaré transformations reflecting the symmetries
of the underlying spacetime.
Important aspects of the geometric version of the quantized theory (58) such as
one-loop divergences and $-functions and its unitarity problems are discussed in [391
and references given there.
7. Conclusions
To disentangle the structure of spacetime from the description of gravity we have
given a complementary conception of Poincaré symmetry as a purely inner symmetry.
Its extension to local P gauge symmetry has led us to introduce gauge fields defined
on a fixed Minkowski spacetime. Their coupling to any other feld has come out
to be essentially fixed. We then constrained their dynamics imposing consistency
with renormalization properties of a Dirac field in gauge field backgrounds. In an
appropriate low energy limit the resulting gauge field action has been shown to reduce
to a form yielding the same observational predictions as made in general relativity
which confirms us to have obtained a sensible description of gravity within the present
framework.
In our conception there is no direct interrelation between gravity and the structure
of spacetime. Although it may be convenient to introduce a second, ‘effective’ metric
on Minlcowski spacetime to answer questions about the behaviour of rods and clocks
in a classical context [201 we essentially deal here with a field theoretical description
of gravitation free of any non-trivial geometrical aspects as proposed to investigate
in the introduction. Unfortunately, the resulting theory is in many aspects still too
close to the geometric approach and is far from leading to a convincing quantization.
This shows up most clearly in the necessity of including terms quadratic in the field
strength in the classical gauge field action. Although the corresponding quantum
theory is known to be renorrnalizable, the occurrence of negative energy or negative
norm ghost states has destroyed up to now any attempt of establishing unitarity and
hence a physical interpretation of the theory (see also [39]).
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